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About This Game

EONIA is a first-person adventure game that takes place in a magical, colorful open world. Live Albius’ story, Master Enodio’s
apprentice, and meet his loyal magical pet Flino, as you discover the dangerous secrets of EONIA and face the fascinating path

that will rewrite the destiny of two worlds.
Flino will help you distract enemies, grab objects and activate unreachable levers and show you the way if you cannot find it.

You can also stroke it if you want. It is always good to be grateful to a faithful friend.
The game has +100 NPCs living in towns, cities and who knows where else. It’s a world full of life!

In this journey you will meet dear Master Enodio, Lanius, the faithful friend of Albius, the eight Master Explorers, the Artist,
Writer and Inventor, the unique and perfect Mivos Esterus; also with the alchemist, the botanist, the zoologist, the blacksmith,

the carpenter, the musicians, the poets, the sculptors, the jeweler, the farmer and many more.
There are dozens of merchants with whom you can buy and sell the most varied items. And don’t forget the mysterious nomads,

neither those other characters that are essential for the story.
EONIA is a game to enjoy alone. A vast and colorful place in which you must explore every corner to know its mysteries and

legends.
You will find countless books and scrolls that will help you learn new skills and discover the rich history that surrounds it all.

There are hundreds of objects and weapons to use and a wide variety of skills.
You can move by water with different types of boats that will not only help you navigate faster, but also, to escape from the

dangers that lurk in the depths.
By land, you can travel long distances in seconds thanks to the Magical Portals that the Forgotten Civilization built ages ago.

You can make potions. Handling minerals. Repair tools and weapons. Build structures of all types and complexity.
The chests and their mysteries will not be difficult tasks if you possess a lockpick and the necessary knowledge.

A skill tree will show you everything you already know and how much you still need to learn. Let's not forget that Albius is a
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simple apprentice.
A complete inventory will allow you track objects and know their characteristics and uses.

A mission journal will let you understand what remains to be done and what adventure to continue.
Life surrounds every stone and you will have to learn what advantage you can obtain from it through all kinds of books.

Books are an inexhaustible source of knowledge in the EONIA world and there are dozens of them. They will tell you the
forgotten story, the present and, why not, they will show you a glimpse of the future.

And so, and maybe with a bit of luck, you can solve the mysteries of EONIA.
And let's not forget what Master Enodio always says: "Those who seek, always find their reward."
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Title: EONIA
Genre: Action, Adventure, Indie, RPG, Early Access
Developer:
GEOMETRIC BYTES
Publisher:
GEOMETRIC BYTES
Release Date: 24 May, 2018

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: Windows 7

Processor: Dual Core

Memory: 4 GB RAM

Graphics: NVIDIA GeForce GTX 660 (2GB) or AMD Radeon R9 270

DirectX: Version 11

Storage: 4 GB available space

Sound Card: Motherboard Integrated sound card

English
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nothing about this is fun, no good gore, no good sound effects. not even close to done.. Good graphics
Good soundtrack
Very fun game

8/10. For the obsessive compulsive person, Twixel is a tough game to stop playing once you've started. Trying to make it to 60
seconds without dying to get an achievement is really hard, but also really addicting. You will die...a lot...but as soon as the level
reloads, and you hear the music, you'll get amped to try again.. This game is quite good, the fighting is easy to learn and contains
several combos, that can be found through the game. The story is simple and is not finished in this game. But the game is
terribly short. I was able to go through the game in 3 hours. If you count that you can play as Rorschach or Nite Owl the play
time can be up to 6 hours. As there are no achievements or collectibles you have no reason to play with the second character.

It's only worth to buy in massive discount.. Great starting ground for any platform game - very customisable, and plenty of
tutorials on youtube. I was quite confused at first, as I did not realise that the files are stored in the DLC section in the spriter
folder - from where you need to run on Construct - I thought they had forgotten to upload the capx file to steam- had to contact
Mike from Spriter who was very quick to respond and point me in the right direction. Tested with Construct3 - no probs..
January 24th Update:

So I'll leave the original review I did back in October up. I had 40 hours played in the game and because of the bugs I had
moved on.

The developer uploaded a new patch and I'm in the middle of school but I quickly checked my biggest gripes about this game,
and they appear to be fixed. I found the AI was sapping away my demand and hurting my profits. The market is changed and its
much easier to cap demand. It's much harder to turn a profit in the beginning. The demand for your goods completely changes
when you start messing around with prices.

Software is still a dumpster fire of a product chain, but they've added interesting new ones that I want to check out and looks fun
to make, including the steampunk and geek line of products.

For now though, it looks like the developers really care about their game, and I would recommend checking this game out now
that the fixes to my gripes are in. I'll give this game a better review when I have time to really get into the mechanics and stress
test the AI.

But thank you developers for never giving up on the game. I really appreciate your commitment and I'm happy I bought your
game :)

Original Review:

I picked this game up last friday, and it's seriously affected my ability to do much else besides this game.

I think this game is on the path to what I would consider the best possible game in the world. This game is flawed, but there's a
core to the game that is quite fun to play...if you have the right mindset.

To be clear, The UI is horrid, the AI is terrible, there are some game crippling late game bugs, there isn't really any challenge to
the game besides what you set for youself. If you go into the game thinking it's a sandbox, you will be pleasantly surprised.

So why do I find it enjoyable? Because of spreadsheets. I'm so happy they allowed us to alt tab out of the game so I can learn
and play around with my spreadsheets. I am in college at the moment but am in the business field and I aspire to run my own
company one day, and this game is great training for me.
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The best part of the game is the supply chain management. You build companies to run certain aspects of your empire, all
jamming through a warehouse that gives and takes to each company you set up. Your electronics Factory produces processors
and wires and cables for your cell phones, but first it needs raw silica and copper and rubber, which you mine with another
company, or create with a chemical factory which takes in petrochemicals after being refined from crude oil.

It's one big happy mess of chains, and they are extremely detailed and complex, all weaving through each other. Calculating
exactly how much of everything you need, how many companies you need to create it all, how many employees to hire, and a
pretty vast research tree to further expand your empire is fun.

Here's the thing though. Once you pick up the basics, it is ridiculously easy to make a crapton of money. I can start up a
company and be done with the entire research tree in an hour. The most basic products are hilariously profitable, especially if
you scale up. Most of the research on cost cutting is useless, because the costs of creating your products is so low compared to
how much you can sell it for.

The pricing and demand is archaic and unintelligible and doesn't follow economic principles. There's no way to change or
influence demand. Oh I'm the only one selling cell phones? I'll jack up my prices and people will still buy it, because demand is
literally always the same. There's no flowing of demand to related goods because there's no supply of a certain good. You know
exactly how many you will sell every single day, no matter what happens.

Quality is a joke and I can't find any reason to sell more than 1 quality on anything. What I was imagining was that to combat
the AI you would flood the market with cheap quality crap and take away their demand, but from what I can tell, it doesn't work
that way and the AI doesn't sell enough of any good to meet demand anyways.

Research doesn't scale at all. If you have 48 scientists, they give you a set amount of research points and you can scale this up to
infinity with no extra costs or opportunity costs. Then when you're done you fire them all and move on.

I do love the economies of scale on production costs. If you only want to produce ONE of something, well the infrastructure and
costs of producing that thing are huge...but if you start producing ALOT of that something, the production costs drop, which
relates to real life economies and is awesome. Problem is, the costs of goods means almost nothing.

The game defaults to the best pricing immediately, and you don't even need to do research or figure out tastes and preferences
of your customers. You just keep jacking up prices until your product doesn't sell, then set it there and move onto another
product, because the demand is always constant and never changes.

The comnplex industries are fun to swim through and figure out what you need...then there's software industry, which literally
has no supply chains for almost all of it's products. You just set up a software company and bam they produce games and you
sell them and everyone's happy. I have no idea why that is in the game. All the other industries are cool to mess around with and
are realistic.

After you are making money hand over fist, what is there to do? There's no governmental regulations to battle, customers and
brand to control and market, no rumors and gossip to spread, no corporate lobbyists to bribe and control new laws that hurt your
competition, no global influence to shape the world, no anti-trust laws to break. There are events but I think half of them are
broken and don't really do anything. There always negative as well. There are challenges, where people come to you asking for
things, but you outpace the money you can see from that in after setting up one complex industry chain.

On top of that, every game I've created, at some point the demand completely destroys itself. At one point the game slowed
down while paused, I was setting up chains in excel, and I come back to there being no demand for any of my goods. It's
happened every single game and I'm pretty sure it's a bug but I can't tell, maybe it's a hard mode? The only thing that's ever let
me live through it is investing in vehicle industry, because the production is in the single digits and this bug slams the demand
for all products into single digits, which allows vehicles sold to meet demands.

The AI leverages the hell out of itself when it recognizes your completely outpacing it, forcing itself out of business fast when it
can't keep up with all the loans and selling itself off to the market. I laughed when an AI sold more than 50% of itself to keep up
with me, which I just immediately bought it's company.
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So what do you do after an hour of gameplay? Well, if you're like me, it's to create a complex weave of companies and products
through one warehouse. Creating spreadsheets to determine EXACTLY how much of every single product I need daily. When
you have 20 products flowing through one warehouse, with the change in amount of every single product at 0, everything
working perfectly, it's so satisfying. It's the only thing I've found fulfilling in this game.

As is, I cannot recommend this besides as a foray into understanding game mechanics and a glimpse of what I think will be the
future of industry games.

Hopefully the devs continue to work on the game, improving the memory leaks and the crippling late game demand bugs,
improving the AI so that it's an actual challenge, and maybe fixing how demand and pricing works. I remain hopeful. For now I
will plug away at my spreadsheets, awaiting the day of the perfect industry game.. Don't buy. Tons of reports of broken levels. I
am currently stuck on a broken level mentioned here 
https:\/\/steamcommunity.com\/app\/804130\/discussions\/0\/2828702373002090570\/. I attempted to contact the dev, but have
gotten no response in over a week. Easy pass even though it's a dollar.. There is a lot of content here for the price and some fun
platforming. Different mechanics are introduced throughout the game to vary the gameplay and most of them work fairly well.
However, the level design is all over the place in difficulty and the bosses are all based around waiting for cycles so you can
damage them and wait some more. There are a lot of things I like about this game and it is good, but the missteps in design and
assorted bugs keep it from being great.. Great game, very addictive. I tend to get bored of single player games; Warriors: Rise to
Glory! kept me entertained and I binged the whole game in one day!. This is the third game that covers the A.L.A.N.
story\/stories. While I have the first two as well, I was unable to review the second one before it "disappeared" from the Store
page. Anyway, both stories are decent, fun reads. Note: one achievement requires you to be in one of the stories for two hours
without returning to the title screen.

I will also state that Mia's games will always be supported by me. Since discovering Les Four Alice, I have bought all her games
(except the one that she removed before I could acquire it). Mid you, I guess it would be better for me to wait until they are off
the first week discount, but still...
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the season pass is good but we really want release dates for the dlc. nice ! good to have this game back !!. The story for this
game is okay, I guess.
But separating it into two parts is a joke.
Especially when the gameplay is so short.
I enjoyed both of those games very much.
But it should have been just a single game.
And playing in local coop is really enjoyable.. I played bob was hungry and never played the original Viktor. When I recieved
the coupon for this game I thought it looked good, and it is. Mission based shooter with an interesting mechanic. Got it relatively
cheap too with the sale and the copuon. After playing this I am going to have to play the oringal Viktor. You don't really need
the story from Viktor to understand as far as I can tell so far. Viktor comes home from traveling the world (which itself was the
game viktor) to join a band of heroes in defending the world. Fun game, from Bob was hungry to this is a drastic difference,
though both games are good.. OK i bought this and have received the key but cannot use the key coz when i click on top up it
says, "Rejected Try again later etc. and some extra bullshait. This problem hasnt been fixed in like over an year. I honestly do
not reccommend you lots to buy
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